**NEW FORMULATION!**
Now with 10 mg of Biotin

**Omega HORSESHINE®**
Hoof, Skin & Coat

**Benefits**

**MAY HELP:**

- **Formulated** with stabilized ground flaxseed high in Omega-3 using our **PURE GLEAN** stabilized technology to maintain full nutritional value guaranteed for 18 months
- **Restore** cracked brittle hooves and develop strong solid hoof growth
- **Promote** shiny, healthy coat, and smoother skin texture
- **Alleviate** stiff, immobile joints
- **Soothe** aching muscles and shorten recovery time
- **Strengthen** immune system
- **Eliminate** sweet itch and bug bite sores
- **Natural** without artificial preservatives
- **GMO-Free**
- **Alternative** for psyllium which helps prevent sand colic
- **Benefit** pregnant mares as a source of Omega-3 essential fatty acids for the growing foal
- **Recommended** for Insulin Resistance and Cushings
- **Available Sizes:** 4.5 lb pouch, 20 lb bag and 50 lb bag
Our belief is horses were created to be grazers, today the vast majority of horses are not fed in that manner. Without access to live natural green grasses rich in Omega-3, all horses will become Omega-3 deficient. We offer a great tasting, economical, and proven product safe for horses in all life stages especially those with metabolic disorders. Recommend 3 to 6 ounces daily to provide essential fatty acids for IR horses.

**CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS**

“One of my horses... founders every spring from what my farrier calls ‘seedy toe’. I started feeding Omega Horseshine® and in just over 6 weeks, my mare has 1.5 inches of new hoof growth. In all my 45 years of raising Saddlebred horses... I’ve never seen this kind of rapid growth before!”

– William Honeyager, WI

“Omega Horseshine’s results have been fantastic for Ivory Pal. His coat is a beautiful, sparkling gold. Omega Horseshine® also helped our filly grow some heel and go from being flat-footed to having a nice healthy, normal heel! Several other products we tried (more expensive!) showed no results. Ivory Pal is proud to be an official Omega Horseshine® Ambassador!”

– Rafael Valle, TN

www.IvoryKnollRanch.com

**RECOMMENDED AMOUNTS**

Minimum suggested serving amount ½ cup daily. Customers experienced the most improvement when supplementing with 1 to 3 cups of Omega Horseshine® per day until the symptoms /conditions are alleviated.
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